Abstract-This paper presents a very simple but efficient algorithm for 3D line segment detection from large scale unorganized point cloud. Unlike traditional methods which usually extract 3D edge points first and then link them to fit for 3D line segments, we propose a very simple 3D line segment detection algorithm based on point cloud segmentation and 2D line detection. Given the input unorganized point cloud, three steps are performed to detect 3D line segments. Firstly, the point cloud is segmented into 3D planes via region growing and region merging. Secondly, for each 3D plane, all the points belonging to it are projected onto the plane itself to form a 2D image, which is followed by 2D contour extraction and Least Square Fitting to get the 2D line segments. Those 2D line segments are then re-projected onto the 3D plane to get the corresponding 3D line segments. Finally, a post-processing procedure is proposed to eliminate outliers and merge adjacent 3D line segments. Experiments on several public datasets demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of our method. More results and the C++ source code of the proposed algorithm are publicly available at https://github.com/xiaohulugo/3DLineDetection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Line segment is a good representation of the scene, especially in the urban where exits lots of man-made structures with regular shape. In the passing decade, line segment detection from 2D image has been well studied and several efficient algorithms have been proposed [1] - [3] including the widely used LSD [1] . However, there are still not enough works addressing 3D line segment detection, which can generally be classified into three categories: point based, plane based and image based.
The point based methods usually detect the boundary points first and then fit for the 3D line segment via Least Square Fitting method. Given the input point cloud, we can get the boundary points via convex hull method [4] , [5] or classify the whole point cloud into boundary/non-boundary categories via designed features. The original convex hull algorithm is efficient to find the boundary points of a convex but not suitable for extracting concave outlines. [6] improved the convex hull, which allowed some concavities in the extracted shape. However, the convex hull based method is still "not found to be particularly useful due to an uneven point distribution in the point cloud" [5] . On the other hand, there are various kinds of features for boundary/non-boundary point cloud classification, including the curvature or surface variation [7] , the Gauss Map [8] , the multi-scale normal difference [9] , and the features based on eigenvalues and eigenvector [10] . In the work of [9] , the normal of each point is calculated in different scales, then the ones with higher normal difference are classified as boundary points. In the recent work [10] , a contour score for each individual point is predicted with a binary classifier using a set of features extracted from the point's neighbourhood. Given the extracted boundary point, we can build an octree and then fit for 3D line segments via region growing and Least Square Fitting. The biggest problem of these point based methods lies on the feature point itself, which are not robust to noise.
The plane based methods are also reasonable choices because a 3D line segment can also be considered as the intersection of two 3D planes. However, the plane based methods are more often used in building modelling from airborne LiDAR [11] , where the points are usually not very dense. For example, in the work of [11] , planar points are firstly distinguished from the non-planar ones, and then clustered into individual roof segments based on their normals, finally the adjacent segments are detected and intersected to from the vertexes and boundary line segments. In another work [12] , 3D line segments extracted from point cloud via plane intersection are combined with their 2D corresponding line segments to calibrate the extrinsic parameters of range and image sensors. One common drawback of the plane based methods is that the terminals of the intersection line are generally difficult to be determined, besides, this kind of methods are not suitable for small planes.
The image based methods convert the input point cloud into image(s) first, and then apply line segment detector to extract 2D line segments on the image(s), finally these 2D line segments are re-project to the point cloud to get the final 3D line segments. Converting the point cloud into image is a strategy often used in point cloud processing, for example, in the recent work [13] , the point cloud is segmented into several cross-sections, then the point cloud in each cross-section is projected onto a specific plane and then extracted feature points from different 2D images. In another recent work [14] , the input point cloud is converted into a collection of projected images with different viewpoints which are evenly placed on a sphere surrounding the point cloud. Then the LSD algorithm [1] is applied to extract 2D line segments on each of these projected images, which are then back-projected into the original point cloud to get the initial 3D line segments. The key problem of these image based methods lies on the image generating strategy, the number, the resolution and the view points of these projected images are hard to be determined.
The proposed method belongs to the image based category. To overcome the shortages of traditional image based methods, we proposed an simple but efficient 3D line segment detection method which contains the following three steps:
• Point Cloud Segmentation: the input point cloud is segmented into 3D planes via region growing and region merging.
• Plane Based 3D Line Detection: for each 3D plane, all the points belonging to it are projected onto the plane itself to form a 2D image, which is followed by 2D contours extraction and Least Square Fitting to get the 2D line segments for each plane. Those 2D line segments are then re-projected onto the 3D plane to get the 3D line segments.
• Post-processing: outliers of the 3D planes and 3D line segments are removed by exploring the structural information of the scene, after that a line merging procedure is performed to merge adjacent 3D line segments.
II. ALGORITHM

A. Point Cloud Segmentation
Segmentation is one of the most important pre-processing step for automatic processing of point clouds, which has been well studied in the passing decades. Generally, the proposed point cloud segmentation methods can be classified into three main categories: edge/border based, region growing based and hybrid (refer to [15] for a review). To get planar segmentations from the point cloud, traditional methods like [16] which perform region growing simply on point-level are too sensitive to parameters. A much robuster way is extracting small compact regions first and then merge those regions to get the final result. Based on this observation, our method takes three steps to segment the input point cloud into planes: normal calculation, region growing and region merging.
Normal Calculation: Given a set of unorganized point clouds, we employ the K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) method to find the neighbours of each data point and estimate the normal of the neighbouring surface via the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [17] . Firstly, we build a k-d tree by applying the nanoflann library [18] . Then, for each point, we can calculate its covariance matrix via the following equation:
where Σ denotes the 3 × 3 covariance matrix, P i is a neighbouring data point, and P represents the mean vector of the KNNs. Solving the following standard eigenvalue equation via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), we can finally get the normal of the point, which is the third eigenvector in the matrix of eigenvectors V.
where V is the matrix of eigenvectors and λ is the matrix of eigenvalues. What should be noticed is that the third value λ 3 of (a) input point cloud (with RGB for better view) (b) segmentation result before merging (c) segmentation result after merging λ can represent the curvature of the point, the smaller the value of λ 3 is, the smaller the curvature of the point will be. Besides, since the KNNs of P i are obtained, we can briefly estimate the scale of the point distribution in the neighbourhood. Simply, we define the scale of P i as the distance between P i and its third closest neighbouring point. We denote the normal, the curvature, the scale and the set of KNNs of point P i as n Pi , λ Pi , s Pi and I Pi , respectively. Region Growing: Given {n Pi , λ Pi , s Pi , I Pi } of each point P i , the region growing procedure aims to extract all the planes in the input point cloud, which is performed as follows: (1) All the points are sorted ascendantly according to their curvature. (2) Starting from the foremost unprocessed point P s with the smallest curvature, we create a list T to store all the coplanar points with P s being the first one. For each unprocessed point P i in T , we traverse each of the unprocessed point P j in its neighbourhood I Pi and add P j to list T if the following conditions are satisfied:
where θ = 15
• is a constant angle threshold, th o = s Ps is the orthogonal distance threshold and th p = 50s Ps is the parallel distance threshold. Both th o and th p are self-adapted by the scale of P s . The first and the second condition make sure that P j is coplanar with P s , while the third condition ensures the region is compactly around P s . Once all the points in I Pi are traversed, we mark P i as processed. The region is growing point by point until all the points in list T are processed, the result of which is a planar region with all its points stored in list T . (3) The second step is iteratively performed until all the points are processed. The set of all the planar regions obtained is denoted as R.
Region Merging: The proposed region merging strategy contains the following three steps. Firstly, for each region R i , we fit a plane to it using all its points in the same way as introduced in normal calculation, the normal, curvature and scale of R i are denoted as n Ri , λ Ri and s Ri , respectively. Also, for each point in the point cloud, we assign a label to it, which is the index of the region it belongs to. After that, we traverse each region to obtain its neighbouring regions. For each point P m in a region R i , we traverse all the points in its neighbourhood I Pm . If there is a point P n in I Pm whose label is different to that of P m , we consider that P n is a boundary point and take the plane that P n belongs to as an adjacent region of R i . In this way, for each region in R, we can get its adjacent ones. Finally, similar to the region growing procedure introduced above, we try the same way to aggregate the coplanar regions, which differs from the previous region growing procedure in the following two aspects: (1) the adjacent regions are used instead of the neighbourhood of each point; (2) the third condition is no longer used. After that, we fit a plane for each merged region in the same way as that introduced in the first step. The result of the point cloud segmentation procedure is a set of planes, in which the normal n Π and the belonging points T Π of each plane are all obtained.
B. Plane Based 3D Line Detection
Given the extracted 3D planes, we perform three steps ( as Figure 2 shows) to extract the 3D line segments. (1) 3D-2D Projection: for each plane, its belonging points are orthographically projected onto the plane itself, which is then converted into a binary image via a gridding procedure with auto-adaptive parameters determined by the plane itself. (2) 2D Line Detection: contours are extracted from the binary image first and then line segments are fitted via Least Square Fitting. (3) 2D-3D Re-projection: the detected 2D line segments are reprojected onto the 3D plane to get the corresponding 3D line segments.
1) 3D-2D Projection: For a 3D plane Π obtained in the above procedure, we aim to convert it from 3D to 2D in order to form a binary image, from which 2D line segments can be efficiently detected. The 3D-2D projection is conducted as follows, which is also demonstrated in Figure 3 .
Firstly, the central point P c of the plane Π is calculated as the average of all its belonging points. Then we project the first point (denoted as P 0 ) in T Π (the belonging points of plane Π) onto the plane with the corresponding projected point denoted as P 0 . After that we set the − −− → P c P 0 as the x-axis, with the positive direction from P c to P 0 . The positive direction of xaxis is denoted as v x and that of the y-axis can be calculate as v y = v x ×n Π . With the central point P c , the positive directions of both x-axis and y-axis, the 2D plane coordinate (x i , y i ) of a point P i can be easily calculate as follows:
For each 3D point in T Π , we can calculate its 2D plane coordinates via Equation 4. We can also get the scale s Π of the plane, which is empirically defined as 0.75{s P } 0.9 , where {s P } is the set of ascendantly sorted scales of points in T Π and {s P } 0.9 denotes the 90% th value in the set. Given the set of 2D plane points {(x i , y i )} and the scale of the plane, we can then convert these points into a binary image via gridding, which is performed as follows.
For a plane Π, firstly, the minimal and maximal values of the x and y coordinates of all the 2D plane points are obtained, which are denoted as x min , x max , y min and y max , respectively. Then a binary image is created with its width equals [(x max − x min )/s Π ] + 1, its height equals [(y max − y min )/s Π ] + 1. And the pixel coordinate (u i , v i ) of each 2D plane point (x i , y i ) can be obtained as follows:
We set the grey value as 255 for the pixels converted from the 2D plane points, and those of the rest pixels as 0. In this way, we achieve the goal of converting a 3D plane into a 2D binary image. In real application, there may exit some small holes on the original binary image, which is due to the fact that the distances between some points may be larger than s Π . Increasing the value of s Π can largely eliminate those holes, however, it will reduce the resolution of the binary image. After numerous experiments, we find that a more reasonable way is applying a dilation and then a erosion with a default 3 × 3 kernel on the original binary image. Figure 2 (a) shows the result after a dilation and a erosion, which not only keeps the resolution of the original image and also makes up most holes. 2) 2D Line Detection: Given the binary image like Figure 2 (a), we can then easily extract 2D line segments from it using line segment detectors like LSD [1] and CannyLines [3] . Both of them can lead to good line segment detection results, however, in practice, we found that contour detection followed by a least square line fitting procedure is the most flexible way. First, the tolerance for line fitting can be adjusted. Besides, the topological information between line segments on a plane can be kept, which is very useful for the following post-processing to eliminate outliers of line segments. Thus, we detect 2D line segments via the following steps:
Firstly, contours are found via calling the function findContours in OpenCV. Then those contours whose sizes are less than 40 pixels are removed for the reason that they are not likely to contain useful line segments. After that, each useful contour is divided into straight segments in the same way as introduced in [3] , which are then fitted via Least Square Fitting. 3) 2D-3D Re-projection: Given the 2D line segments extraction from the binary image, we can then get the corresponding 3D line segments via 2D-3D re-projection, which is the inverse process of the 3D-2D projection and contains the following two steps: (1) From image pixel to 2D plane point: for each line segment whose terminal coordinates are in pixel (u i , v i ), we convert them into 2D plane coordinates (x i , y i ) via the inverse process of Equation 5. (2) From 2D plane point to 3D point: for each 2D plane point (x i , y i ), we calculate its corresponding 3D point P i via the inverse process of Equation 4 . In this way, we can obtain all the 3D line segments on a 3D plane as Figure 3 (c) shows. Performing this procedure for each 3D plane, finally, we can get all the 3D line segments in the input point cloud.
C. Post-processing
In the above procedures, to make sure that no useful scene information is missing, only the short contours are eliminated in Section II-B2. As a result, the initial 3D line segments obtained contain many outliers. To remove those outliers and make the detection result completer and cleaner, an robust and efficient post-processing procedure is introduced in this section.
As we have introduced above, for 2D line detection, we extract contours first and then fit line segments from each contour instead of detecting line segments directly from the input image. This strategy keeps the topological informations of line segments, that's to say we can obtain a hierarchical relationship from plane → contours → lines. Based on this hierarchical relationship, we propose our post-processing strategy which is much robuster than those methods that process on individual line segment. Our post-processing contains two steps: outliers removal and line merging.
Outliers Removal: Based on the observation that inlier line segments often show structural information like parallelism and orthogonality, we propose to utilize the local structural information to remove outliers, which is performed as follow.
(1) Firstly, we remove outlier 3D planes. For each 3D plane Π, all its belonging 3D line segments are sorted descendantly according to their length and the longest one is considered as the referring line of the first cluster. Then, starting from the foremost un-clustered line segment, each un-clustered 3D line segment (denoted as L i ) is considered belonging to the cluster whose referring line has an orientation within 10
• deviation to that of L i . If the orientation deviations between L i and any referring line are all larger than 30
• , we create a new cluster and take L i as its referring line. This procedure is iteratively conducted until all the 3D lines on Π are processed. The sum of lines' lengths of each cluster is calculated and then utilized to descendantly sort these clusters. Generally, if the 3D plane is a regular one, like building facades and windows, there will be strong structural information like parallelism and orthogonality, while those outlier planes, like trees and vegetables, usually don't show such structural information. Thus, we propose a criteria to briefly judge if a 3D plane is outlier:
where l(c 1 ) and l(c 2 ) is the sum of line lengths of the foremost and the second cluster, respectively, and l(all) is the length of all the 3D line segments in Π. What should be noticed is that the orientations of the foremost and the second cluster are defined as the structural orientations of Π.
(2) Then, we remove outliers of 3D line segments via the contour to which they belong. Our strategy is based on the observation that if the contour is structural then the length threshold th l to discard the outliers should be small, otherwise a large length threshold should be used. Thus, for a plane Π, firstly, we traverse all its belonging 3D line segments to find out the structural ones, which are defined as those whose orientations are within a tolerance (10 • is used) to that of any one of the structural orientations of Π. Then the structural line ratio t of the contour is defined as the length of the structural lines dividing the that of all the lines on the contour. Given the structural line ratio t and the scale (s Π ) of the plane, our strategy is as follows:
• if t > 75%, th l = 10s Π ;
• if 75% ≥ t ≥ 50%, th l = 20s Π ;
• if t < 50%, th l = 40s Π . Line Merging: The line merging procedure is proposed to merge 3D line segments that are too close to each other, so the final result will be more cleaner. There line merging procedure is performed as follow. Firstly, the latitudes of each inlier of 3D line segment is calculate as asin(z), where z is the z-component of the line's normalized orientation. Then a histogram is built with a bin step as 6
• for the latitudes of all the inliers. After that, all the inliers are sorted descendantly according to their length. Starting from the foremost unprocessed 3D line segment L i , we traverse each 3D line segment L j in the bin of L i along with its left bin and right bin to find the line hypotheses which meet the following criteria:
where d Li and d Lj are the distances from the original point to L i and L j , respectively, mag is the magnitude of the coordinates of the input point cloud, namely mag = ||P 0 ||, which is the distance between the first point of the input point cloud to the original point. By dividing mag, we can make sure that |d Li − d Lj |/mag will not increase proportionally with the magnitude of the coordinates. 0.1 is an empirical value which is big enough for judging close line segments. Then, for each merging hypothesis, we calculate the perpendicular distances of its two terminals to L i and discard it if any of these two distances is larger than 4s Π , where s Π is the scale of the 3D plane L i belongs to. For each 3D line segment L j who is close enough to L i , if those two 3D line segments are overlapped or the gap between them is small enough (we set the gap threshold as 10s Π ), we then update the terminals of L i with the farthest two among the four terminals which are made up of the two terminals of L i and the two by projecting L j 's terminals on L i and mark L j as merged. What should be noticed is that we choose to extend L i instead of fitting a new 3D line segment for the reason that the fitted line may deviate to a location where exits no real 3D line segment in the scene. Finally, all the unmerged 3D line segments are output as the final detection result.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Parameters Setting: As we can see from above sections, there are generally two categories of parameters in our algorithm: angle-related and distance-related. The angle-related parameters, like θ in region growing and orientation deviation threshold in outliers removal, are suitable for most applications, which require no tuning. As to the distance-related parameters, like th o and th p in region growing and th l in line merging, there is also no need for them to be adjusted because the scales for the planes and lines are estimated beforehand. Thus, here we give a general setting of parameters: θ = 15
• , th o = s Ps and th p = 50s Ps , where s Ps is the scale of 3D point P s and s Π is the scale of 3D plane Π. In all the following experiments, which are performed on a PC with Intel Core i5-3350 3.1GHz CPU and 16GB RAM, we applied this setting without adjustment. Performance on Public Dataset: To evaluate the performance of the proposed 3D line segment detection method, we tested it on two public point cloud datasets: Semantic3D 1 and Shape Repertory 2 . Eight point clouds were utilized, among which 5 were from Semantic3D and 3 were from the Shape Repertory. Table I demonstrates the statistic results of our method on those point clouds, from which we can get the following observations: most of the computing time is costed by segmentation of point cloud; the 3D line detection procedure is quite efficient (counts only 1/6 of total computing time); the computing time of post-processing is usually negligible. Figure 4 shows the local details of the 3D line detection result on Stgallen3, we can see that not only the large structures, like the frames of the facades, but also the small details, like the windows and blocks on the left build, are well recovered. What should be noticed is that the short 3D line segments of the blocks are usually removed as outliers by traditional methods. However, in our post-processing procedure, they are kept because they are structural lines of the blocks, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our post-processing strategy. Besides these 8 point clouds, we have also tested our method on plentiful datasets. Figure 5 shows the detection results of our method on a street-view point cloud with 22003946 points, 13679 lines segments and 5815 plans are detected by our method in only 98.983s. We can see from Figure 5 that most of the details of the buildings along the street have been recovered very well, which demonstrate the potential of our method on vectorization of street view point cloud (more results are available at our github repository 3 ). Based on the results on plentiful datasets, we found that the computing time of our method for point clouds with 30M, 20M, 10M, 5M, 2M and 1M points approximates to 130s, 80s, 40s, 20s, 8s and 4s, respectively.
Comparison with Other Methods: We compared our method with the recent work of Lin et al. [4] . Considering that the dataset and source code of Lin's work are not publicly available, we utilized the statistic data and images from their original article. What should be noticed is that some of the tested point clouds were cropped in Lin's experiments, so there may be some small difference between the results of Lin's method and our algorithm. Three public point clouds were tested, including the Bildstein1 (cropped), the Castle (original) and the StSulpice (cropped) 4 . Table II shows the statistic results of the two methods on these point clouds. We can see from Table II that our method is much more efficient than Lin's work in both point cloud segmentation and 3D line detection. Generally, the 4 Available at http://www.libe57.org/data.html computing time of our method counts around 20%−30% of that of Lin's work. Despite the fact that our method is much more efficient than Lin's work, our detection result is in the same level as that of Lin's work. Figure 6 show the corresponding visual results of both methods. Along with the number of lines in Table II , we can see that even though our method extracts less lines than Lin's work, the amount of structure in the scene recovered by our method are in the same level as that of Lin's work. The difference between our method and Lin's work lies on that Lin's work can preserve the small line segments on the curve well because it's based on edge points (see the line segments indicated by red ellipses in the first column of Figure 6 ), while our method is plane based so it can recover the structural line segments much better (see the line segments indicated by red arrows in the first column of Figure 6 ).
Failure Cases: As we have introduced above, our method is plane based, which is better for structural line segments detection but may also lead to failure in the case of curved facade. The red ellipses in the first column of Figure 6 the failure cases of our method. Despite these failure cases, our method is very efficient and effective in the man-made scene with lots of structural lines.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present and testify a simple but efficient 3D line detection algorithm for large scale unorganized point cloud. The proposed method is based on point cloud segmentation and 2D line detection, also a post-processing procedure is applied to get rid of outliers. Unlike traditional edge point based methods, the proposed method is very easy to be implemented and fast (40s for 10M points). Since our method is based on point cloud segmentation, one failure case of our method is on the curved surface, on which the segmented planes are not real in the scene. Despite this, the proposed method is very efficient for structural scene. In the future, we will make some improvement for the curved surfaces.
